USPA MIA DOCUMENTS – Master List Revised 5-15-2022
1. The USPA Library and Archives is attempting to gather a complete set of all issues of the USPA Newsletter
from the very first issue of Vol.1, no.1 (Spring, 1979) to December, 2015
Missing issues from the USPA Library and Archives:
Vol.1, Numbers: 2, 3, and 4 [1979]
Vol.2, Numbers: 1,3, and 4 ]1980]
Vol.4, Numbers: 2 only [1983]
Vol. 5, Numbers: 3 and 4 [year 1985] Please note that these are for the Fall and Winter issues of 1985, which
erroneously had the same volume number 5, as the 1984 issues had.
Vol.6, Numbers: 3 and 4 [1986]
Vol.7, Numbers: 2, 3, and 4 [1987]
Vol.9, Numbers: 4 only [1989]
Vol.10, Numbers: 1 and 4 [1990]
Vol.13, Numbers: 4 only [1995]
Vol.14, Numbers: 3 and 4 [1996]
Vol.15, Numbers: 1, 2, 3, and 4 [1996 or 1997 ?]
Vol.16, Numbers: 1, 2, 3, and 4 [1997 or 1998 ?]
Vol.17, Numbers: 1, 2, 3, and 4 [1998 ?]
Vol.18, Numbers: 4 only [1999]
Vol.19, Numbers: 4 only [2000]
Vol.20, Numbers: 4 only [2001]
Vol.21, Numbers: 1, 3, and 4 [2002 or 2003]
Vol.22, Numbers: 3 and 4 [2004]
Vol.23, Numbers: 1, 3, and 4 [2004 or 2005]
Vol.24, Numbers: 2, 3, and 4 [2005 or 2006]
All issues with volume numbers 25 or greater, or issues for the years 2006 through 2015.
2. Missing User Manuals for Marcel Vogel’s Omega 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Instruments
In the 1980’s and early 1990’s, Marcel Vogel produced a series of radionics devices with the name
“Omega”. There were at least five models of Omega devices, beginning with Omega-1 in 1987. Each of these
devices had a user’s manual or instruction sheets, but the USPA Library does not have copies of any of these.
Does anyone have a copy of a user manual or user instruction sheets for any of the Omega models,
especially #4 or # 5, or know someone who might have a copy? If so, please write to the USPA Librarian and
Archivist, John Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com.
If you have one of the manuals or instruction sheets, but wish to keep it, please make a xerox copy, scan,
and send it to John at the above email address. If you wish to have the physical copy preserved in the USPA
Library, please let John know, so that shipping arrangements can be made. All shipping costs will be paid for by
the USPA Librarian.
3. Missing Newsletters of USPA Chapters. This is a tough one.
The USPA national organization started in the late 1970’s, and over the years, at least 25 local chapters
were formed. Some, but not all, of these chapters published newsletter telling about the activities of the local
chapter.
The USPA Library is attempting to identify all of the chapters that published newsletters, and to obtain
copies of all issues of the chapter newsletters that were ever published. We only have a few issues of such
newsletters in the USPA Library, from such chapters as the Eugene Chapter in Eugene, Oregon; the Phoenix

Chapter in Yellow Springs, Ohio; the Zenith Chapter in Cleveland, Ohio; the Northern California chapter in
Yuba City, CA, and the New York City Chapter.
If you have copies of any USPA chapter newsletters, please write to the USPA Librarian and Archivist,
John Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com. If you have issues of chapter newsletters, but wish to keep them, please
make a xerox copy, scan, and send it to John at the above email address. If you wish to have the physical copies
preserved in the USPA Library, please let John know, so that shipping arrangements can be made. All shipping
costs will be paid for by the USPA Librarian.
4.

